ROUNDUP DRESS CODE

These are requirements for types of clothing that you will need for various Roundup events. The dress code will be monitored by a group of supervising adults. Persons not adhering to the dress code will be asked to change.

CAPS AND HATS ARE NOT TO BE WORN INSIDE BUILDINGS AT ANY TIME BY ANY ROUNDUP DELEGATE, EDUCATOR OR VOLUNTEER.

SHOES MUST BE WORN AT ALL ROUNDUP EVENTS INCLUDING THE DANCES. THIS IS FOR HEALTH REASONS.

Class A = Snappy Casual:

**Guys:** Includes jeans without holes, slacks, appropriate length shorts, shirts with a collar or a t-shirt without a slogan. Casual shoes, nice tennis shoes, or boots. No tank tops.

**Girls:** Includes jeans without holes, slacks, appropriate length skirts, dresses and shorts, coordinated separates, t-shirt without a slogan and blouses. No strapless, spaghetti straps, tank tops, or miniskirts (skirts, dresses, and shorts may not be shorter than your fingertips when standing straight with your arms at your side). Clothing showing the midriff area is not appropriate.

Note: The fashion police will enforce a three finger rule on all shoulder straps, our fingers, not yours.

**Events:** Some competitive events, workshops and the keynote assembly.

Class B = Professional and Dress Wear:
(Do not wear blue or any color denim. This includes jeans, dresses, shirts, skirts, vests and jackets)

**Guys:** shirt with collar, slacks, and dress shoes or boots, TIE IS REQUIRED

**Girls:** semi-formal, dresses or coordinated separates.

No miniskirts (skirts and dresses may not be shorter than your fingertips when standing straight with your arms at your side), backless dresses, or formals.

Low heels are advised.

Note: The fashion police will enforce a three finger rule on all shoulder straps, our fingers, not yours.

**Events:** Thursday Evening Activities (Jackets and ties may be removed prior to the dance.). Professional and Dress wear is suggested for some competitive events including Job Readiness and Communications contests.

Class C = (Friday Only):

Appropriate length shorts, jeans, and Roundup or other 4-H t-shirts.